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hampered by having rocky soil in the shape of the continental countries
of Europe on one side of them. Being as energetic as any people in the
world, and being much more active on the sea than any others, the
British were able-to take possession of almost all the best regions in
America, Africa, Asia, and Australia. Even when other nations had
preceded her, she often drove them out, as happened to Holland in New
York and South Africa, to France in Canada, and to Portugal in Ceylon.
(*/) How Coal and Iron Aided the Empire's Growth. In later times
the minerals of Britain have been of the first importance in the growth
and maintenance of the British Empire. An abundance of cheap coal
close to the water enabled Britain to substitute steamships for sailing
vessels sooner than any other nation. Then it enabled her to run her ships
cheaply and gave her cargoes to take abroad in exchange for bulky food-
stuffs and raw materials. Thus coal clinched Britain's control of the sea.
So, having picked up an island here, a seaport there, and a whole province
somewhere else, she was able to hold them easily. Her iron ore helped
equally, for with the coal it enabled her to modernize her manufacturing
with steam and machines sooner than any other country. Her manufac-
tures supplied her ships with the most profitable kind of goods for export,
and thus were one of the main causes of the growth of the empire.
Petroleum is the only important mineral product which neither Britain
nor her colonies supply in abundance. For that reason after the first
World War some influential Englishmen wanted to retain Persia and
part of Transcaucasia in order to control the Baku oil fields. Others,
however, felt that such a course was contrary to the spirit embodied in
the League of Nations, and that it would be enough if the oil of Iran
could be developed by British companies.
((?) How British Energy'Turns the Scales. The climate of England,
as we have seen, comes close to being the best in the world. It lets people
work and play actively outdoors at all seasons, and thus helps to make,
them not only healthy, but also tough and sturdy; it stimulates the mind,
so that people can think clearly and act energetically. Thus when the
British are pitted against other nations their extra energy has again and
again turned the scales and enabled them to hold parts of the world
against their rivals. One of the main reasons for the strength of the
British Empire is that several of the chief colonies have climates which
resemble that of England in their stimulating qualities. Southern Canada,
New Zealand, and southeastern Australia rank highest. No other country
has colonies which approach these in this respect. Their value is evident
from the sturdy help that they gave in the World Wars.
(/) How the Need of Food and Raw Materials Encouraged Expan-
sion. From the point of view of a colonial empire the fact that certain

